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1. Executive summary
This is the final Report of three by the Durban University of Technology (DUT) to assist the
Isithebe Business Cluster (IBC) and iLembe Chamber of Commerce with developing a waste
beneficiation strategy relating to the current waste generated in the Isithebe Industrial Park. The
intention of the Chamber and IBC is to unlock the social, economic and environmental
opportunities in the waste sector. Particularly the potential for beneficiation, developing the
circular local economy, identifying areas for industrial symbiosis and developing a more
responsive and sustainable approach for geographic recycling for the Park.
The following Report stems from the waste survey conducted in the Isithebe Industrial Park
(including the SAPPI plant in Mandeni) during November 2018. In total 22 companies participated
in the survey and interviews regarding their operations and the waste they produce. An interview
with the Isithebe Estate Managers was held in February 2019. The key objective of the study was
to identify potential links and opportunities within the site, specifically between local businesses,
that would benefit the occupants of the park and aid in sustainable waste practices.
The main waste produced from the sample study and reported by the respondents, is plastics,
metal and wood.
The results of the study (questionnaires, interviews and site visits) revealed there are several
opportunities that may be pursued. These in broad terms included:

1.1

Enterprise opportunities:

A. Formal Isithebe-Business to Local-Business opportunities – Existing operators
These are considered key projects that directly address the objectives of the study and include:
-

Isithebe wood- and husk- waste as input into the SAPPI paper making process (potentially as
part of the SAPPI “Re-fibre” program or under the “Wood, Pulp and reclaimed material
sourcing policy” . According to the survey response, more than 360 tonnes of wood waste is
produced per month (excluding SAPPI’s 7000 tonnes). Some of the waste is currently
distributed to the residential community but more than 80% is dumped.
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Sodium hydroxide is used in paper making and can be an input in the SAPPI paper making
processes.

B. Formal Isithebe-business to other regional business opportunities

These mainly imply the selling of wastes of reclamation business (locally and further away) and
is currently driven by individual businesses. For example:
o

The operational landfill site within Mandeni Municipality, and the privately owned Sappi
Landfill Site;

o

Dolphin Coast Waste Management and Dematrans located at Shakashead,

o

WeCare (electronic waste – Shakaskraal. Business model for WeCare could be
replicated for other waste business);

o

Reclite – located in KwaDukuza (fluorescent tubes and other lighting products);

o

Amahle Amabovu Trading (provides waste collection services, removal of illegal
dumping and landscaping services;

o

Ziyazama Waste Primary Co-Operative (recycling, recovery and sorting operation at
Mandeni Local Municipality dump site);

o

Super Waste Recycling (sorting and processing of various waste – Darnell);

o

Mpact – located outside of the study area in Pinetown, but to which local companies
are currently contracted to (corrugated packaging convertor and plastics).

C. Opportunities with local residential community
-

Whilst the respondents of the survey were less than optimistic about informal relationships &
opportunities for recycling, the opportunities and need to enhance the local socio-economic
landscape cannot be ignored. Many of the opportunities identified in this document, both at
smaller and larger scales, are suited for engaging and using local skills and talent.

-

The marketing and distribution of relevant products for local and regional distribution and
consumption should be vigorously pursued and represents an opportunity to develop the
much needed circular economy.

-

Based on an interview with Ithala Estate Manager (Mr Keith Palmer), there is potential for
community involvement in the general maintenance and landscaping of the industrial estate.
5
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Within the Isithebe Industrial Park we identified informal waste collectors through accidental
sampling, especially around metal waste.

-

The Mandeni Local Municipality has proposed a Waste Recycling Hub with potential funds
from the Department of Environmental Affairs – a potential site may well be identified within
the Isithebe Industrial Park in order to support economies of scale.

-

There are approximately 25 schools within 5km of the estate. These may routinely require
wood and metal off-cuts for carpentry and metal work classes.

D. New enterprise opportunities (large and small scale) and requirements
Based on the waste produced and underutilized by the respondents of the survey, several new
businesses are proposed. The proposals made here and in the remainder of this document
require further investigation (some of the requirements are suggested in the body of the report).
Some of these projects/ businesses include:
a. Sodium Hydroxide can be used in a variety of products (of variable complexity)
including:
1. Soda Ash for pools
2. Soap making
3. Drain cleaner
4. Oven cleaner
b. Foam, rubber and textile waste combined for the preparation of camping
mattresses, textile covered mattresses etc.
c. Wood shavings as mass to compost
d. Paper pulp and sawdust into compressed fire briquettes
e. Sawdust into animal husbandry, bedding or as chemical spill clean-up materials.
f.

Scrap metals to furniture, trolleys and utilities

g. Polystyrene waste as input for lightweight cement blocks.
h. Polystyrene waste can be added to compost to create special potting mixes for
different applications where weight restrictions are applied. The polystyrene both
increases the volume and improves aeration in growing mediums.
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The 6 projects that we propose as short-term, immediate wins are:
Local business to business:
1. Isithebe waste as input into the SAPPI paper making process:
i. GOMMA GOMMA wood waste to SAPPI
ii. Brewery husk waste to SAPPI
iii. UN Brewery Sodium Hydroxide waste to SAPPI
iv. Atlas Timbers wood waste to SAPPI
2. SAPPI plastic waste to Great Atlantic
3. UN Brewery Sodium Hydroxide waste to Elangeni Oil and Soap
New businesses and ventures:
4. Sodium Hydroxide products: soap making (preferably using additional organic inputs);
5. Paper pulp and sawdust into compressed fire briquettes;
6. Agriculture Hub: from organic waste generated on site, composting/ plant nursery/
mushroom growing and general agriculture hub to support the greening and
maintenance of the estate and input to the local community, polystyrene waste for
lightweight growing mediums.

1.2

Organisation and Coordination:

The opportunities identified throughout the Report and Section 3 in particular, will require a high
level of coordination and project management, including developing relationships between
stakeholders in Isithebe as well as external stakeholders. It is proposed that a Material Recovery
Facility (MRF) is developed on site, and which will require developing a waste and recycling
management plan and system for the facility. Adhering to the regulatory requirements as set out
by the National Environmental Management: Waste Act (Act 59 0f 2008), and norms and
standards for managing waste is necessary.
The stakeholders include:
-

The uMfolozi TVET College: the proposed Techno Hub / Centre for Entrepreneurial
Excellence in partnership with the Richards Bay IDZ to foster innovation, business
skills development and potential entrepreneurs through SMME, private sector
7
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partnerships, and community collaboration; and to be a host facility for green economy
enterprises.
-

Ithala: as the landlord will be instrumental in supporting and assisting in the
establishment and implementation of a waste beneficiation project on site (site
identification, EIA application, Waste Licence Application).

-

DTI: existing interest and as a source of funding for projects, start-ups and innovation
(e.g. Strategic Partnership Programme (SPP), Black Industrialist Scheme, For small
business funding - Co-operative Incentive Scheme, Isivande Women’s Fund).

-

Department of Environmental Affairs: Current Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) legislative approvals and Licencing Applications, accessing the Green Fund, the
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) scheme in which incentives / reuse of
secondary material, product design changes to reduce waste, and associated
incentives / taxes in upstream and downstream production / consumption and
recycling cycle are relevant.

-

All Isithebe businesses: as sources and users of waste materials in the park.

-

KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Departments: Department of Economic Development,
Environmental Affairs and Tourism for LED, SMME and funding support (e.g. KZN
Youth Fund, KZN Growth Fund).

-

Other funding agencies: National Empowerment Fund, National Youth Development
Agency, Industrial Development Corporation, Corporate Enterprise Development,
Corporate Supplier Development, etc.

-

CSIR: Research and technical support on waste and beneficiation opportunities.

-

Local Labour / community representatives: links to community / information sharing
/ education, and buy in and support for locally sourced and made products.

-

Local informal sector: the significant contribution of the informal sector and waste
pickers in the waste economy is well known (South Africa), however in this study this
was not established, although some observations made during the site visits suggest
this should be investigated further.

-

Existing experts in the field: the first Green Hub in South Africa located in
Hammarsdale, and championed by Mr Chris Whyte, the MD of USE-IT, waste
practitioners in the iLembe District with local experience. Best practise advice and
experiential learning of establishing beneficiation facilities would be useful.

-

The Durban University of Technology: Research and technical support on waste
water (Waste Water Technology Centre), innovation and technology transfer
8
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(Technology, Transfer and Innovation Unit) and Centre for Social Entrepreneurship
(leather, clothing and agriculture).

Almost all projects will require significant investigations and effort to be successful. One
of the risks identified are the current parallel initiatives in the waste energy space associated with
the study area. It is recommended that a process to co-ordinate and demarcate these activities
is operationalised by the parties.
It is suggested that the IBC and iLembe Chamber of Commerce identify a champion to drive the
business entrepreneur opportunities. Some of the stakeholders identified above may result in
that outcome. It is recommended that accommodating established waste operators, (identified in
1.B above) in the organisation and coordination will provide momentum, expertise and experience
to the concept.

1.3

Facilities and Estate Management:

Facilities within the Isithebe Industrial Park will need to be identified, from where enterprises
involved in waste management beneficiation can operate.

It is suggested that established

operators that manage Material Recovery Facilities (MRF) and Buy Back Centres (BBC) assist in
developing similar facilities and services at Isithebe. A number of these facilities are currently
operating in KwaZulu-Natal and their experiences would be useful learnings for the project.
Vacant sites in the Isithebe Industrial cluster that could be used for the various projects are:
Red Street: site 159 and 160, and Brown Street: site 278 and 134. This site is not centrally
situated but is in a location that is out of the way which may be more appropriate regarding visual
appeal when storing waste (Refer to Appendix B – sites were identified in consultation with Ithala).
For the long term sustainability of the Estate and success of the proposed projects, there is a
need for investment in Isithebe. These investments could be in the form of:
-

Corporate investments:

Opportunities exist for companies to invest in their CSI

(Corporate Social Investment) as a form of Corporate Social Responsibility (COSR) initiatives.
CSI encompasses projects that are external to the normal business activities of a company
and not directly for purposes of increasing company profit. These projects have a strong
9
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agency and developmental approach, could utilise company resources to benefit and uplift
communities, and are not primarily marketing initiatives. These initiatives also have
implications for the BEE scorecard of corporations.
-

Public realm investments: In order to draw and retain investment as well as affect social
behaviour, investments in the landscaping and maintenance of the public realm should be
made.

-

Infrastructure investments: This should be investigated to improve accessibility, reduce
transport costs, improve the systems for moving waste, attract investment and support
sustainable practices.
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2. Introduction
The Durban University of Technology conducted a survey of Isithebe Industrial Estate businesses
at the end of 2018 for the iLembe Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Tourism and the Isithebe
Business Cluster (IBC). The study targeted 25 preselected companies of which 22 responded.
The method of data gathering included a combination of desktop research, electronic surveys, 25
site visits and detailed interviews. The data collected and presented should allow the IBC and
other stakeholders to determine commercial opportunities and the technology available to deal
with such waste. Given the relatively small sample, it should be noted that this survey may also
indicate trends which may warrant further investigation. The ILembe Chamber and ICB have been
presented with the complete survey results in February 2019, and will not be duplicated here.
The purpose of this document is to highlight some of the findings and direct and indirect
opportunities related to the waste generated by companies within the estate and surroundings.
The companies interviewed for this survey and spatial location are indicated on the maps to this
report.
Figure 1: Showing main waste (blue) and secondary waste (orange) produced by sample

As is evident from Figure 1 above, the Isithebe Industrial Park generates a variety of main and
secondary waste products that may be used as input material in other businesses, or recycled
and reused.
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The survey attempted to identify the level of interest in formal and informal waste recycling and
opportunities for waste beneficiation. The above Figure 2 maps, apart from showing the location
of the companies that were surveyed, indicates the companies level of interest in supporting
formal and informal onsite waste opportunities. Very few companies showed a high interest in
informal opportunities whilst around half showed interest in formal opportunities.
Figure 2: Mapping of Formal and Informal interest in waste opportunities

Eleven of the companies do their own recycling (perhaps as a more efficient or cost effective
route). In one case a high level of understanding of waste recycling and CSR is evident, and
almost all waste was recycled or reused by others.
Figure 3: Waste opportunities from initial production process
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Figure 3 above shows that within the industrial cluster, out of the 22 companies interviewed, only
32 % produce waste from their initial production process. This is important as it could affect the
overall rationale for having waste collectors or waste recycler’s involvement in the industrial
cluster. Based on the stats there are enough recycling companies who could benefit or already
do benefit from some of the waste produced.

The primary waste generated from the sample study is plastic, largely because packaging
as well as plastic recycling in the cluster is one of the main industries. Metals, woods, paper,
organic husks from grain, textile and water are the remainder of the waste outputs. Water
usage is difficult to monitor without meter systems, and whilst some of the companies do recycle
water in large quantities, the smaller companies did not produce data.

Figure 4 below indicates the location of companies that are undertaking their own recycling, and
those that are doing no recycling. The companies are spread evenly across the study area. An
opportunity exists within these companies to form a collective to either process or separate the
waste at a neutral site that is well situated in the study area. Currently Ithala collects their skips
from business in the Park and is taken to a solid waste transfer station located in number 67 White
Street. It is then offloaded and then reloaded by an outside waste collector. It is in this waste
transfer zone that a community waste sorting or a Recovery Material Facility (RMF) could be
13
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established. It appears that the primary reason for not allowing community members onto this
site is a safety and security concern. This could be solved by more active security that is already
within Isithebe, and reorganising the site into a well-managed waste recycling plant (RMF)
in which new local business opportunities can emerge.
Figure 4: Companies indicating own and no recycling activities

Based on the interview with Ithala, it appears that some timber firms are dumping their wood at
certain locations for the community to use as fuel. It may also be considered to use this transfer
zone for such activities. The wood is currently mixed and may not be suitable for domestic wood
fuel (chemicals / varnish). The residue is dumped in the Estate.

Figure 5 below provides an indication of the type and main waste clustering that is already evident
in the study area. Metal industries are located relatively close whereas the remainder are
sporadically distributed in the industrial park. This location map is important because it shows the
14
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potential location of peri urban agri-hubs and RMF. (see Appendix B: Ithala Map of the Isithebe
Industrial Estate and suggested sites).
Figure 5: Main types of waste clustering

As a result of the local municipality playing a limited role (14%) in the collection of waste, 29% of
the businesses use their own means of removing their waste. This is a potential avenue that
informal operators can use – through being sponsored by company collectives as waste
collectors. Figure 6 below provides an indication of the current waste removal options.
Of the 7 companies that produce secondary waste, only 2 were interested in engaging with
informal waste collection strategies. This could be a result of security reasons or types of waste
i.e. hazardous. However, from the 7 companies that produce secondary waste streams, 4 of them
believed that existing or other third-party recyclers could benefit from their waste outputs. This
requires further research regarding the existing waste recyclers located within the study area.
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Figure 6: Indication of waste removal type

Figure 7 represents the percentage of businesses using waste removal companies. It is evident
that most businesses dump their own waste, and is an avenue worth investigating. For example,
the companies that are dumping their own waste could take it directly to a RMF for further
processing.
Figure 7: Businesses using waste removal companies
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Within the Isithebe Estate, Figure 6 indicates the existing recycling companies which are in close
location to the firms interviewed.

However, they offer a minimal service to the companies

surveyed when considering that 63 % of the companies are disposing their own waste. This is
one of the crucial spatial links to the proposed peri-urban agriculture hub and/or Isithebe
wholesale nursery (Ithala to provide site) as well as the existing transfer sorting centres. There
are several vacant sites that have been identified by Ithala that for potential use (see Appendix B
for Map).
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3. Specific Materials with Direct & Indirect Opportunities
The following section highlights some of the potential for waste beneficiation opportunities for the various types of waste.

PLASTIC

Plastic is one of the key wastes produced by respondents to survey. More than 70 tonnes of
plastic waste is produced per month by surveyed sample with an additional 1000 tonnes
produced by SAPPI.

Of the 22 companies, only 12 of them are recycling plastics by either grinding, melting,
shredding, compacting, sorting, washing or extruding. 32% have capacity in plastic recycling
(Evernu Plastics, Whirlpool, ITB Plastics, Web &Sling and Great Atlantic).

Based on the above figures, as well as the amount of plastic that both goes through the
cluster, or is left as litter throughout the area, there exists an opportunity for earlier steps
of supporting the informal economy within the cluster. This could be through plastic
separation elsewhere in the cluster (linked to the existing waste transfer station and
development of an RMF). Once it is separated and sorted, the sorted waste can be
transported to the bigger recyclers for final recycling.
o

Requirements may include: A Site located near a cluster of plastic waste
producers (Ithala to identify suitable site), Equipment to grind/ shred and pack
the material, Human resources and skills, Transport system (scrap to site and
site to market), Champion/ coordinator with knowledge of the industry.

o

Further investigation into types and styles of plastic waste is required.
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The companies surveyed, per month, produce approximately 760 tonnes of metal waste.
Much of the metal is sold to Isithebe-based firms and the selling-on of metal scrap was
identified by several businesses as an opportunity.

In terms of the less-formal opportunities, companies within the cluster could help support
programs around collections and mobility for the workers in the cluster and the neighbouring
communities. Metals could be further recycled into making trolleys with crates to help waste
collectors.
o

Requirements may include: A site located near a cluster of metal waste
producers (Ithala to identify suitable site), Equipment to shape the material,
Human resources and skills, Transport system (scrap to site and site to
market), Coordinator with knowledge about the industry.

o
•

Further investigation into types and styles of metal waste is required.

Metal braais for market
o

Requirements may include: A site located near a cluster of metal waste
producers (Ithala), Equipment to shape the material, Human resources and
skills, Transport system (scrap to site and site to market), Coordinator with
knowledge about the industry.

o
•

Further investigation into types and styles of metal waste is required.

Metal sculptures for craft markets
o

Requirements could include: A site, apprentices for basic welding (skill +
metal = product). This is where TVET in collaboration with metal fabricators
and welders / engineers could offer onsite work experiences for potential
candidates.
19
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Whilst none of the respondents reported precise tonnage of foam, rubber and textile waste,
observations during site visits and estimates from the respondents indicate that there is
potential SMME/ NPO activity around making several products namely:
•

Thin roll up sleeping mats using the foam/ rubber offcuts for camping/ outdoors market
o

Requirements could include: A site with storage facilities (Ithala), cutting
equipment (could be manual), skills (from the local residential community),
management, transport to market.

•

Community members using textile offcuts can cover mattresses. The market for this
type of mattress is the immediate community, camping stores etc.
o

Requirements could include: A site with storage facilities (Ithala), cutting
equipment (could be manual), skills (from the local residential community),
management, transport to market.

•

Furthermore, using the same waste symbiosis simple benches, and chairs can be
manufactured using old pallets and metal for structure. Foam/ rubber and textile for
the seat.
o

Requirements could include: A site with storage facilities (Ithala), cutting &
carpentry equipment (could be manual), skills (from the local residential
community & TVET), management, transport (source to site and site to
market.
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The surveyed companies produce more than 360 tonnes of wood waste per month. That is
excluding an additional 7000 tonnes generated by SAPPI. The timber and paper factories
have significant quantities of paper and wood leftover in various forms.
•

In terms of formal business-business opportunities, the wood waste products may be
used as input into the SAPPI paper making process.
o

Paper making uses soft woods and furniture manufacturer routinely produce softwood waste.

o

Some of the estate wood waste is distributed to the local residential community
whilst the majority is dumped.

o

SAPPI has entrenched recycling policies and claim to actively source secondary
materials.

o

Investigations into potential links may need to identify that this is not already
implemented.

•

A number of new business opportunities may also be investigated. These include:
o

Wood shavings are useful in the nursery spaces (Ithala) for adding mass to
compost and other types of growing medium. For local and regional, residential,
and agricultural markets.


Requirements may include: A site near shaving producers, compost
source, bagging equipment (could be manual), local labour, management,
transport (from sources to site and from site to markets)
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Fire briquettes can be made from compressed mix of paper pulp and sawdust
(or solely paper). This product could be marketed locally and in regional urban
areas.


Requirements could include:

A site with storage facilities (Ithala)

shredding equipment, skills (from the local residential community),
management, transport from the source and to market.
o

Sawdust could also be bagged and used for animal husbandry for bedding. The
product could be marketed locally and in the region.


Requirements could include: A site near source (Ithala), bagging
equipment (could be manual), skills (from the local residential community),
management, transport to market.

o

Sawdust can also be used for soaking up chemical spills. The product could be
distributed to local businesses and regional urban centres & industrial areas.


Requirements could include: A site with storage facilities (Ithala), bagging
equipment (could be manual), skills (from the local residential community),
management, transport to market.

WATER

The only respondent that produces waste water, generates approximately 6 million litres per
month, of which 60% is returned into the malt manufacturing process and approximately 40%
(2, 4 million litres) is lost / wasted.

Observations made during the survey period, indicate that there is room for improvement
regarding water harvesting. Many factories do not have water harvesting tanks and
equipment.

22
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Systems on roofs to dedicated peri-urban agricultural sites can be used to collect rain water
with tanks (sponsored by existing companies or as an infrastructure investment programme)
for usage in the nurseries and peri- urban agri-hubs.
•

Whilst Ithala indicated that there is no shortage of water to the site as the Thukela
River is in close proximity, it is strongly recommended that water harvesting be looked
at as part of the sustainable practices on the Estate and is discussed in more detail
under the potential infrastructure investment section 4.2.

POLYSTYRENE (Isolite)/
FRIDGE CARCASSES
(Whirlpool)/ FIBREGLASS
AND POLYMERS (Gutter

Site visits and interviews revealed significant amounts of polystyrene and polymer waste
generated.
•

There are existing formal links between Whirlpool (old fridge carcases) and Isolite (for
polystyrene). Isolite send their recycled product to East London in block compressed

boards boat builders)

form.
•

In terms of opportunities for the local residential population, the collaboration could
make certain parts of their waste available to for community business initiatives for
the production of small cooler boxes.
o

The boat builders could also provide resin based cooler boxes (small ones for
6 X 330ml bottles). Gutter boards boat builders could provide a precast mould
for the fabrication of boxes. Isolite moulders could provide the polystyrene
inner for cooling purposes.

o

The combination of these three companies waste could be used conjunctively
to potentially make other small cooler boxes. Either fridge carcases as the
box, polystyrene as the inner and resin / polymers as an additional type of
cooler box made from resin, or the glues can be used to fuse fridge carcass
to the polystyrene.
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Observations during the site visits suggest that opportunities exist to make light weight
cement blocks infused with polystyrene.

There is also opportunity to mix polystyrene balls into seedling as well as light weight growing
mediums for rooftop gardens or as potting mix, as well as indoor office plants. The residual
polystyrene balls from the Isolite compression process can be used for this purpose.

ORGANIC WASTE

There is organic waste in the cluster from both factories as well as neighbouring communities.
These could potentially help support the demand for a composting/ plant nursery/ mushroom
growing and general agriculture hub. A major provider of organic waste is the Newshelf
Breweries. Newshelf Brewery commented that there is an opportunity in husk materials for
onward recycling if the right process or company can be sourced.
•

The most efficient way to put spent grain (husks) to work is composting it. In most
cases spent brewery grain could be classified as a nitrogenous waste (fresh, green
matter) on the same level as grass clippings.

•

Potential uses include growing plants, edible mushrooms, composting, animal feed
(cows, chickens) and is elaborated on in Appendix A.
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Figure 8: Indirect potential of secondary waste

SODIUM-HYDROXIDE NaOH

Based on the survey data, sodium hydroxide/ water/ husks are some of the major by-products
of the brewery. The brewery estimates that there is a lot of this material, but did not directly
quantify the volume.

Sodium hydroxide is also known as caustic soda and soda lye. This is the strongest alkaline
product available. It is hard to rinse and is corrosive to some metals. Still, sodium hydroxide
is

by

far

the

most

widely

used

brewery

cleaning

chemical

(https://www.morebeer.com/articles/Brewery_Cleaning). Sodium hydroxide is also capable
of being reused, adding cost savings to the equation. Sodium Hydroxide is commonly used
in the formulation of bath products, cleansing products, such as drain cleaners and oven
cleaners (there could be potential to start a SMME that supplies cleaning products to the
25
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existing industries in the cluster as well as neighbouring communities etc.). It is also used in
the manufacture of the following products:
•

Fabric: links to fabric, textile factories

•

Plastic wrap: links to plastic manufacturers

•

Paper: used during two steps of the paper making process (links to SAPPI and
possibly Freedom Stationery).

•

Soap: links to Elangeni soaps (located 52 Red Street)

•

Sodium hydroxide is also used as a paint remover

•

Etching aluminium

•

Dehorning of cattle

•

Used in relaxers to help straighten hair however this is becoming less popular
because of the possibility of chemical burns

The corrosive nature of NaOH implies that the requirements for manipulating the material is
more onerous than many of the other material waste produced in the park. More and less
direct uses of the waste may provide guidelines for implementation.

For example, packaging of the dried material for marketing as pool water alkalinity control is
simple (and can be easily implemented) whilst producing compressed oven cleaner products
is more complex (and require more investment and skill).
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The survey revealed that there are at least 25 tonnes of paper waste generated by the
respondents.
In terms of formal business-to-business opportunities, the close proximity of SAPPI and the
firms recycling programme may provide beneficiation opportunity for SAPPI and waste paper
produced on site.
Currently, Freedom Stationery has an existing synergistic relationship with Mpact – one of
the largest waste recycling companies in South Africa. There could be potential to increase
this capacity with Mpact.
The recycling of paper products may also be a new business opportunity for smaller scale
operations. As with wood products, compressed fire briquettes may be another potential
product for local and regional markets.
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4. Conclusion & Interventions
The efficiency of the surveyed businesses has a limiting effect on the potential waste beneficiation
in Isithebe but the waste that is produced can be recycled and have positive effects on the estate
and the community. The enterprise opportunities have been identified in the Executive Summary
and in Section 3.

This section outlines the summary findings, infrastructure investment,

stakeholder engagements, and funding opportunities. Organisational and coordination elements
relating to the project is covered in the Executive Summary to this Report.

4.1

Summary of Findings:
Enterprise opportunities
•

Several opportunities exist for local business-to-business relationships. These include
links between SAPPI and the furniture/ wood related manufacturers; links between the
Brewery and SAPPI with organic waste and Sodium hydroxide; links between the brewery
and Elangeni Soaps (not on the surveyed list).

•

There are also many opportunities for new business ventures of varying scales on sites
that are vacant and near the source material. These may include the variety of products
using wood and paper including producing compressed fire briquettes, animal husbandry,
cooler boxes or light weight bricks, soda ash etc.

•

There are opportunities to draw on existing operators in the waste enterprise field that
are not located in the study area, but who have expertise and experience that should be
drawn on to assist in this process, as identified in the Executive Summary of this report.

Community engagement, and waste capacity building and education
•

Generally, there is scepticism around the use of the local residential community and less
formal structures, but the potential opportunities to develop relationships and improve the
socio-economic conditions in the vicinity of the estate must be recognized as a strategic
investment.

•

Similarly, education around waste beneficiation, sustainable practices and recycling is
viewed by roughly half of the respondents in this survey as “unimportant” or “beyond their
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responsibility/ core functions”. Education programmes, informing, and changing the
practices associated with sustainable waste management should be viewed as strategic
investments for the Isithebe Industrial Park, its tenants and the community it serves.
•

Capacity in terms of available equipment for the preparation of materials in the recycling
process is limited. Plastics equipment is an outlier with several firms indicating that they
possess machinery that could be used. The companies with some/ any plastic recycling
capacity are: Evernu Plastics, Whirlpool, ITB Plastics, Web & Sling and Great Atlantic

Facilities and amenity
•

Identification of suitable facilities for waste beneficiation, new enterprise opportunities,
Material Recovery Facilities (MRF) and Buy Back Centres (BBC) in partnership with Ithala
will need to be effected. Adherence to appropriate legislation and regulations include EIA
application and Waste Licence Application is required. Ithala has confirmed that there is
no overall EIA for the estate and that each business activity would require legal compliance
relevant to the business (Source: personal communication with Estate Manager).

•

The General image of the area and quality of life of the surrounding community requires
some attention. An important issue is to make Isithebe a healthier a better place to do
business; this can be partially achieved through cleaning, landscaping, and repairing
roads and pavements.

•

Landscaping cleaning and maintenance – Ithala, Isithebe companies and the iLembe
Business Chamber could create a Non-Profit Organization using community members
to manage the general landscaping and cleaning (linked to the recycling initiatives)
throughout Park. The quality of life is decreasing as the cluster begins to deteriorate. This
has a knock-on effect, namely there is no incentive for community to get involved in the
cluster, worker’s attitude within the cluster are also affected. When the immediate
environment is in disarray and decaying the morale of the worker decreases.
o

It is also noted that several of the businesses questioned, formed part of the
Business Against Crime initiative;

o

The “broken window theory” suggests the visible signs of anti-social behaviour,
crime and civil disorder, including unmaintained spaces, will lead to increases in
crime, disorder and eventual disinvestment.

•

Furthermore, new potential businesses would not to be drawn to an area if the general
aesthetics and management of the area is non-existent. One of the primary observations
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made over the 5-day period, is that there were very few social amenities (crèches, places
for gathering and eating during work hours as well as after work) for workers as well as
community members.
o

An agricultural hub would be a good place to have a crèche linked to the nurseries
for nutritional provisions.

o

The agriculture hubs can also supply local eateries as well as factory canteens
with fresh produce as well as create a market space for workers and surrounding
communities to shop for food as well as compost, fuel wood etc. These projects
should be community focused. Most projects require “buy-in” from customers (and
management structures) if it hopes to survive. We suggest that one quick and
sustainable way to achieve this, is through growing fresh produce.

o

Another benefit of peri-urban agricultural hubs are that in between the industrial
plants and factories, there are derelict, abandoned, burnt factories, overgrown
edges etc.

Through increased industrial greening namely agriculture and

indigenous plant nurseries and landscaping, the image and potential for
reinvestment may look more promising.
o

Potential initiatives to create landscapers for each street (Ithala). This is a relatively
easy activity to administer. If the nurseries begin to grow a surplus of products (eg.
mushrooms, compost, firelighters, planter boxes, vegetables, fruit, and indigenous
plants) the produce can be supplied to retail nurseries, landscaping companies
located in Ballito, Richards Bay, Durban and further in-land.

4.2
•

Infrastructure investments
Roads & Access: Upgrades to the roads that link Isithebe to Mandeni and the N2 would
improve the accessibility to Isithebe making it not only more attractive to investors but also
turning it into more of a market/ destination rather than an isolated source.

•

Railway: In the interview with Ithala, it was indicated that the status of the internal railway
infrastructure was unusable.

However, we felt it necessary to indicate that the

maintenance and use of the railway system should be considered and investigated as a
strategic, long term investment. The railway is a cost effective method for distributing
goods and is not as susceptible to disruption as the road network. The railway in Isithebe
has two parts: the internal spine and the external links to Mandeni, Richards Bay and
Durban.
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The internal spine in particular has potential to be used for moving waste and
products between businesses in Isithebe without interfering with the road network.
Several options could be investigated which include installing a normal locomotive,
using a hand car/ pump trolley, installing a solar powered system as is already
being

implemented

in

several

locations

around

the

world

(https://www.smartrailworld.com/7-global-rail-projects-harnessing-the-power-ofsolar-energy)_ or filling the railroad track with compactible material to convert it to
walkable road.
o

The external links to the ports of Durban and Richards Bay may significantly
reduce transport costs and should be investigated. For the waste beneficiation
programme, the link to SAPPI at Mandeni may be vital.
Figure 9: The Isithebe railway footprint

•

Water harvesting system: Many of the potential projects suggested above will benefit
from a water harvesting system installed all around the park. A relative cheap investment
could provide water to landscaping projects, agricultural endeavours, business sanitation
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systems and feed into the irrigation systems of landscaping on each site and public realm
areas.

4.3

Stakeholder engagements

All potential projects will require not only communication with other stakeholders in the park but
fostering well-developed relationships. Amongst the stakeholders that should be engaged with
are:
The Umfolozi TVET College / RBIDZ Techno Park: As indicated in the Techno Hub
Centre for Entrepreneurial Excellence Project Proposal, the intention of the hub is to foster
innovation, business skills development and potential entrepreneurs through SMME,
private sector partnerships, and community collaboration; and to be a host facility for
assisting in the development of green economy enterprises. Other skills relating to project
management, budgets, administration creating co-ops or NPOs, funding applications etc.
as envisaged in the Techno Hub Proposal, could provide an on the ground management
link with Ithala in water reticulation, welding, fencing, joinery and agricultural practices. It
is proposed that the Department of Environmental Affairs be approached to introduce
waste management programmes for the college to roll out, as niche courses, practical
applications and enterprise development.

The College currently offers National Certificate (Vocational), National Certificate and
Diploma, Skills Training and Artisan Practical Training in some of these disciplines,
namely:
o

Engineering and Related Design

o

Fitting and Turning (all metal engineering companies / manufacturing companies
etc)

o

Automotive Repair & Maintenance link to (Powertrans)

o

Electrical

o

Welding Engineering links to metal working companies

o

Farming management links to new peri-urban agriculture hubs

o

Carpentry - wooden planter boxes, fences, pallet outdoor furniture, etc.

o

Office administration

o

Management (project, process and finance)

o

Computer course
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Ithala Development Finance Corporation: The landlord is instrumental to the success
of any/ all projects that may require space or management of activities or upgrades to
infrastructure, facilitate regulatory requirements.
Mandeni & Sundimbile Local authorities: The local authorities may be influential if any
of the projects require space in the areas for creating markets to move products generated
in Isithebe.
All businesses in Isithebe: It would be vital for the success of the waste beneficiation
programme to engage all businesses to identify potential users of waste products
generated in Isithebe (as well as sources or particular materials).
Informal sector: Identify existing waste pickers and organisation that could assist in
developing network.
CSIR: Research and technical support on waste and beneficiation opportunities.
The Durban University of Technology: Research and technical support on waste water
(Waste Water Technology Centre), innovation and technology transfer (Technology,
Transfer and Innovation Unit), and Centre for Social Entrepreneurship.
Local Labour / community representatives: links to community / information sharing /
education, and buy in and support for locally sourced and made products.
Local & Regional specialists in the fields of waste, recycling, entrepreneurship and
project coordination.

4.4

Funding Sources:

A number of funding sources relating to waste beneficiation, green economy, enterprise
development and recycling is available. Potential Funding sources include the following:
-

Department of Trade and Industry: As a potential source of funding for start-up
businesses and entrepreneurs.
o

Critical Infrastructure Programme (CIP) - Grant, 10% to 30% of the total qualifying
infrastructural development costs, up to a maximum of R50 million;

o

Manufacturing Competitiveness Enhancement Programme (MCEP) Grant funding
of up to 25% of manufacturing capacity added, up to R50m at a fixed interest rate
of 4% over a four-year term;
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Manufacturing Investment Programme (MIP) – Grant, Investment grant of 30% of
investment cost of qualifying assets for new or expansion projects below R5
million.

o

Strategic Partnership Programme (SPP), Black Industrialist Scheme.

o

For small business funding - Co-operative Incentive Scheme, Isivande Women’s
Fund.

-

Department of Small Business Development: Co-operative incentive scheme (CIS)
– Grant, R0.35 million;

-

Department of Labour: The National Skills Fund (NSF) provides funding for national
skills development (bursaries and scholarships, occupational programmes, skills
programmes, workplace-based learning and worker education);

-

Department of Environmental Affairs: Green Fund – a national environmental
financial instrument administered by the Development Bank of South Africa to support
South Africa’s transition to a low carbon, resource efficient and climate resilient
development path delivering high impact economic, environmental and social benefits.
(Including Youth Jobs in Waste Management; Renewable Energy Cooperation
Programme - RECAP)

-

KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs
and Tourism for LED, SMME and funding support (e.g. KZN Youth Fund, KZN Growth
Fund);

-

Industrial Development Corporation: Green Energy Efficiency Fund - Loan,
Technical support R 1-50 m; SEFA of the IDC that supports the establishment, survival
and growth of SMME’s and contributes towards poverty alleviation and job creation.

-

Development Bank of South Africa: Green Fund - Grant, Loan; Sustainable
Settlements Facility (SSF) - Grant, Subsidy, Rebate;

-

Other funding sources: National Empowerment Fund, National Youth Development
Agency, The Technology Innovation Agency (TIA) Seed Fund Programme (SFP) –
that assists SMMEs to advance research outputs and ideas to develop proof of
concept and business cases that could be used for further development - Grant
funding up to R 650 000 per application.

-

Corporate Enterprise Development: Supports business to black business
transactions (B-BBEE scorecard and contributes 15 points towards scorecard);

-

Corporate Supplier Development: Supports business development and investment
support, brand building and access to markets.
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The Green Finance Database and government funding and incentives run by Greencape are
useful websites that summarises and indicates the funding opportunities currently available for
waste beneficiation and related . (https://www.greencape.co.za/content/focusarea/green-financedatabases;

and

https://www.greencape.co.za/assets/Uploads/Government-Funding-and-

Incentive-Booklet.pdf).

5. Concluding comment
Notable is that almost all potential projects identified would require significant effort & investigation
(at least Business Descriptions, Market Analysis, Organization Management, Sales Strategies,
Funding Requirements and Financial Projections) before implementation.

Successes in the programme should be well publicized by the Chamber to draw attention to the
Chamber, the IBC, the Park Management and best practice sustainability programmes in Isithebe.

The current duplication in parallel studies taking place in and around Isithebe is an indication of
the interest in the study area but also presents a risk. Currently three resource efficiency studies
are taking place: the Vuthela Programme focussed on waste efficiency in the private sector in
Mandeni and KwaDukuza, the CSIR study as part of the NCPC work for the DTI on Resource
Efficiency in the Isithebe Industrial Park, and this report commissioned by the iLembe Chamber
and IBC. It is recommended that the high level findings from the three reports should be shared
and used to develop a coordinated approach in developing potential waste solutions for the
sustainable development of the study area.
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Appendix A: Agri-Hub Potential: mushroom and other farming

Using spent grain
Probably the easiest way to put spent grain (husks) to work is composting it. In most cases spent
brewery grain could be classified as a nitrogenous waste (fresh, green matter) on the same level
as grass clippings.

Growing plants using husks is easy dig a small trench between vegetable rows or in flower beds,
fill it half way with spent grain and cover it with dirt. In this way the microbes already in the garden
can easily do their work on the newly arrived nutrients. Husks are a great resource for any small
agricultural enterprise that has plants and animals. These protein- and fibre-rich leftovers are
excellent feed for everything from cows to chickens.
Another use of spent grain is as part of the substrate used to grow edible mushrooms.
Because of the spent grain’s high nitrogen content it is necessary to mix in some sort of
carbonaceous matter (much like composting) such as straw or wood chips (woodchips readily
available in Isithebe) (a ratio of 1 part grain to 4 or 5 parts straw works well).

However, it is important to sanitize materials to keep “bad” organisms at bay. To do this would
require heating the mixed substrate in a pot of water (substrate submerged) to about 71°C
(recycled wood from the timber factories could be used in this process) lid on, turn off the
burner, and let it sit for 45 minutes to an hour. Drain the water and let the substrate become cool
to the touch.

Once cool, inoculate it with mushroom spores (Oyster mushrooms are one of the most common
grown this way), and pack it into a container of some sort (also sterilized). This could be a plastic
bucket, large plastic bags, a metal bucket, or even a wooden crate (by-products from other
factories in the cluster can be sourced to create these containers both for the plant nursery
inclusive of mushroom farming). Whatever is used, holes will have to be punched or drilled in
it to allow the mushroom spores “windows” to grow from.
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Once the container is packed with the inoculated substrate it is important to put it in the right
environment. The area you keep your growing mushrooms should be somewhere between 22 °C
to 32 °C (easy to achieve in Isithebe). Maintain a slightly damp moisture level and a slightly higher
humidity by putting the container in an enclosed space (there are numerous vacant factories for
this or tenting plastic sheeting over and around the container can accomplish this easily) (Kieran
et al, 2016). Ithala would need to facilitate this process of designating vacant factories for peri –
urban agriculture hubs.
Plant Nursery/ mushroom growing market as well as storage of organic wastes for further
processing (composting, bagging of compost for retail, pots and planter box fabrication –
wood offcuts) The direct influence that this brings is healthier workers and healthier community
surrounding. These designated sites can also be places of indigenous plant cultivation, fruit
tree cultivation and for high turnover lawn grass and cut flowers.
Based on the above information, a key solution to the Estate is to implement a community periurban agricultural hub. These peri-urban agricultural hubs can be the foundation for plant nursery
development. In so doing, Ithala could utilise existing community members in collaboration with
TVET students to set up a nursery that will provide landscaping and general maintenance of the
industrial cluster. Any surplus plants or vegetable produce could be sold on in local markets
neighbouring Isithebe and its surroundings. Furthermore, these areas designated by Ithala could
also provide areas for communities to sort and separate waste before it goes for further recycling.
There are several sites that have been identified by Ithala that are vacant for potential use (see
Appendix for Map) There are some practical reusable approaches to certain waste steams these
will be discussed under the various headings.
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Appendix B: Map of Isithebe: Identification of potential sites for waste recycling

The Map and table below indicates vacant sites in the Isithebe Industrial cluster that could potentially be
used for the various projects. These are:
Red Street: site 159 and 160, and Brown Street: site 278 and 134 (this site is not situated centrally but is in
a location that is out of the way which may be more appropriate regarding visual appeal when storing waste.

Potential sites for Waste Recovery Centre
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Appendix C: Additional waste tonnage information supplied by Ithala Estate
Managers

Waste Type

Estimated monthly Quantity (kg)

General Waste
Paper

10 000kg

Plastic

10 000kg

Tin

2 000kg

Glass

550kg

Organic

Outsourced land fill site

Other: fabric

10 000kg

Hazardous Waste

Sent to Municipal Treatment Plant
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